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THE WQOSTm
By Andy Goldman
Romon this week that the College
la planning to install telephones in
dormitory rooms are unfounded, ac-
cording to William Snoddy, the Col-
lege's Director of Finance. Presi-
dent Henry Copeland and Qonald
Harward recently shelved the idea
after reviewing a proposal submit--.
ted by United Telephone. Snoddy
said the cost to the College of install-
ing the cables in students' rooms
was estimated to be about $200,000.
v According to the United Telephone
! 1 11 1 J All U1C VVUCgC WUUXU JfWLJ JOT
all the wiring both within and bet-
ween buildings.
The College would only provide
the jack, leaving students to request
phone service from United
Telephone. According, to United
Telephone, students would have to
pay regular "Residential Rate"
which is $17 a month plus toll calls.
' There would also be a 39 installa-- .
tion charge and a $75 deposit .
The proposal from United
- Telephone said that the addition of.
.
SS0-v-3 phones would mean that they
would have to install new equipment
downtown. The equipment they
presently have could handle perhaps
100 or 200 additional lines. In Ada,
Ohio, a college that recently tostoU--
ed a similar system with United
Telephone expected 40-5- 0 percent,
participation and found that only
about 10 percent of the students took
advantage of the service.
- Douglass -- is already wired, this
having been done while the Douglass
Experimental Network , was being
installed this summer. . However,
Snoddy said.. "I do not see students
in Douglass reeieving telephones in-
dependent of the rest of the dor-
mitories. The cost of wiring
Douglass was about $20,000 and was
done by a private contractor over
the summer. Expanding the
WoosterNet into an dorm rooms
could be done for a relatively small
additional cost while the phone
cables were being pulled.
Installation would take two or
three years, "but the bottom line is I
don't see an allocation of $2S0,000 for
the project for a couple of years,
stated Snoddy. This year's budget
for buDding improvements and new
- equipment is $3,C2 (not including
projects such as Taylor Hall) and
Snoddy says, "I don't know how a
third of that could be justified for
one project.
The present system, which is not
' yet five years old, can be expanded
. to allow more lines for loci distance
calling, according to Snoddy. There
are no plans for Improving the eur--;
rent phone system, which has been a
source of much frustration and
many student complaints.
AHons Heck.a former Nazi youth
horrors of the Holocaust last
By Julie Rice
Toe proposal tor manaaiory
Freshman Seminar requirements
passed on Monday, November 4th.
The proposal determines tne new re-
quirements for Freshman Seminar.
It was presented by the Educational
Policy Committee as a follow up on
last April's motion to make
Freshman Seminar a graduation re-
quirement.
S.GJL conducted a survey to
determine the student body's opi-
nion of the Freshman Seminar pro--
and improvements they wouldSam:e to see within the program. Two
hundred and eighty-fiv- e of the all
campus surveys were returnea; is
percent of the student body par-
ticipated. Of this figure 40 percent of
the surveys were returned byfreshmen, 21 percent by
sophomores. 13 percent by juniors
and 18 percent by seniors.
The results of the survey are as
follows:
Should Freshman Seminar be re-
quired? , - .
xes no tperrcni
Freshmen 22 78
Sophomores 42 58
Juniors so , w
Seniors 78 22
All Classes 41 59
Would you rate your Freshman class
as:
. Excellent 10 percent
Very Good 14
v Good ' ' 21.,
Average 27 '
Fair 18
Poor : io
Did ' yon find "your Freshman
Seminar challenging (e-g- ., material
eovered,ete.)?
. . --v
f v
t V
'
V
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leader.and Helen Waterford. an Auschwitz survivor, spoke
Tuesday night to McGaw Chapel .
Yes 71 percent
No 29 percent '
Six strong recommendations for
the required Freshman Seminar
were developed in survey questions
IS and 19: "Which of the following
change, if any, would you sup-
port?" and "comments" (to which
64 percent oz tne siuuenu respond-
ed). These recommendations are as
follows:
L" The professors should choose
the topic of their own seminars.
2. The course snouia nave more
emphasis on library skills.
3. Tne course snouia count as a
distribution requirement.
4. The course should nave xewer
readingassignmeuts.
5. The course snouia nave a
smaUerclass size.
c. The course should require iour
to six papers as . a satisfactory
amount.
These results and recommenda
tion! were oresented at the faculty
meeting by tne s.u-a- . vice presi-
dent. The survey results show
Freshman Seminar to be a positive
course in the College curriculum.
The new .proposal, uaed.. Tne
Wooster Seminar, accommodates
five of the six student recommenda
tions to the following manner.
The Wooster seminar eves pro
fessors the opportunity to teach the
topic of their enoice wsmn tne new
structure. Soon after the survey
report was presented, an amend
ment was maae dt ue lacuuj
member to the proposal stating that!
"At least one paper win craw
primarily from library research."
The proposal's statement that
"indent are exsected to master a
limited volume and variety of i
5
u
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Room phonos
don't ring
VJoostcr's boll
JV
on the
challenging material" will cut down
reading requirements. The Wooster
Seminar includes an implementa-
tion saying all seminars will "range
to size from 12-1-5 students." Lastly,
the seminar will include six papers,
one of which will be a forum journal
and another documented research
paper. The only recommendation
which is not covered by the proposal
is that of havein Freshman Seminar
count toward a distribution require-
ment. -
The surveys suggest that
Freshman Seminar not be required.
However, not by an overwhelming
majority (as was the case with the
1.5. issue;.
S.G.A. is making plans to follow
through on this issue to two ways.
The first is to have the student body
recommend to the faculty the theme
of the Forum series (which will be
central to the Freshman Seminar(program). This, year's Forum
theme is units and constraints.
The second is to request that the
Ifaeulty include Wooster Seminar as
a distribution requirement.
Joyce Foundation
funds .S.
projects
Eleven more seniors have been
awarded monies to support their
Senior Independent Study projects,
according to F.W. Cropp, Chairman
of the Joyce Foundation Selection
Committee. "
The eleven students are Bruce
Benedict. Sid Hastings, Franz Jant-ze- n.
William May. Joanna Kills,
Continued on Page 8
i i rf
Banco
Company to
perform
By Liz Kershaw.
The College of Wooster Dance
Company, an organization open to
an students, will be presenting an
concert next weekend. The concert
will feature about 25 dancers and is ,
under the direction of Kim Tritt, who
is to her third year as director of the
Dance Company. It win run Thurs-
day, Nov. 21, through Saturday,
Nov. 23 at Freedlander Theater,
beginning at 8:19 pjn. each night.Ihhmoh frM tn n O W atndenta.
tickets are require 1.
Most of the pieces have been
choreographed by students. As
choreographers, according to Tritt,
the students assume the role of mak-
ing the dance. They are responsible,
for example, for sound, lighting, and
costuming decisions as well as for
teaching the dance. "It's ' the
dancers' responsibility to com-
municate the choreographers Idea
to the audience," Tritt said. "For
the choreographers this means that
the message must be very strot-?.- "
Trttt emphasizes, bowerer, - tat
"it's not important that tLe aicsce
finds a story because chances are
there's not one.'.' The message is
more a feeling and there's no one
"correct" interpretation. "I tell the
choreographers that It doesn't mat
ter won jou htc commiuucucubut you have to communicate
something," Tritt said. "Modern
dance deals more with personal
viewpoints. It makes those view-
points images then puts those im-
ages on the dancers and asks the
question "what did you see? It lends
itself to a lot of different interpreta-
tions."
Here is a brief overview of the
choreographers and a general idea
ofeach of their pieces:
John Becker has been working
with Ed Ridley, who composed the
musical score for Becker's piece and
wfflbe performing it live.
Cyndi Castell will be using a trio of
dancers where the relationship bet-
ween them keeps changing. Sue
CunliSe will also be doing a trio Uiat
deals with the relationships of peo-
ple.
.
. .
Dana Dodge Koppert. one of the
two guest artists penonninj, nas
evelooed two pieces, one using eve
women and the other using larrs
sheetof see-throu- jh plastic
JC1 Tuennerman has mads a piece
for nine women preformed to Uozart
selections from Requiem KX23.
, Sara Lake wEl be using Cve
women and working with siupes. .
David Krohn, the other guest ar-
tist, has choreographed a piece for
students and wLl be performing one
of his own as wen as Trsrs.
Tritt's piece win be uzizg 43's
musk, like Louis Armstrong ard
Tommy Dorsey.
Tritt has taught at ChloUnrrerr'ty
and the University of Uairlzci. Le
to currently an artistic adviser of the
Cleveland Modern Dance Co.
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TTEie Dnner Voice
Use Your Voice
Column By Ida Williams
If you've looked through the paper already, you may
have noticed some profiles of students who are running
for offices of SGA. Elections for SGA are next Thursday,
and this is your chance to choose from a variety of
talented students. SGA, the Student Government
Assocation, is probably the most prominent student
organization on campus because it oversees almost all
student organizations in some way, whether it be
through the allotment of funds from the Financial Af-
fairs Committee, or through interaction between faculty
and students where the Vice-Preside- nt is concerned.
SGA also represents you, the student body, when mak-
ing decisions about the future in aspects of campus life.
The decisions made next Thursday will, affect
everyone on this campus, whether directly of indirectly.
As a member of the student body it is your duty to takepart in the decision making process. Even as a
freshman you can make it a point to decide who is the
best candidate, through research, and vote for
whomever you feel is best qualified. Most of the can-
didates have a profile of themselves in this issue of the
Voice, and I encourage you to consult these. Also, if you
speak with your friends about the candidates, chances
are someone will know them. There is information about
the candidates available, if not from secondary sources,
then from the candidates themselves. I urge everyone to
not only make a decision, but make an informed one:
Voting in elections is one way to make your voice
heard. There are other ways to do that on this campus,
too. I am truly heartened by the many letters to the
editor this issue. Even though they may not all be com-
plimentary, I feel it is far better to receive a negative
response than none at all. Perhaps it is not clear that I
encourage and practically beg for submissions from
anyone on the campus community. I will print all letters
to the editor I receive ( unless there are legal or severe
ethical questions) and am very open to guest editorials
or articles. ' .
I think the most important function of the Voice is to
provide a student forum where ideas can be discussed
1 and argued. While news is important, it is the opinions of
the campus that really shape it and it is the opinions Ihope to promote. Become involved in your College. Do itthrough elections, through involvment and through theforums provided for yo-u- the student. Everyone has
something to gain from it.
TTTTW
I r
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Useful work'
Editor: .
May I offer my congratulations on
your editorial of last week? It was a
tnly bravura put-do-wn of all
simplistic solutions to the problem of
community. All one has to do is to
spell oat in the detail yon did what a
solution like reinstatement of com- -
Sulsory chapel would entail to see
ow impossible and futile It is. It
was useful work toward real solu-
tions.
James Haden
Black Arts
Festival
'a miracle'
Dear Editor, r
Tonight I fell as though I've
witnessed a miracle. Not only was I
entertained and enlightened by a
very talented group of students, I
was also given a brief glimpse of the
true meaning of brotherly love.
"Given" is the important word in the
previous sentence. These students
sacrificed their free time in order to
give part of themselves to each and
every audience member. This was
an experience not to be missed and I
express my regrets to those of you
unable to attend. If I could have my
way, the 1985 Black Arts Festival
would have run until all students had
experienced it.
The cast, the crew, and Annetta
Jefferson are to be commended for
a wonderful production. Never
before have I felt the unifying
strength and comfort I felt tonight as
the cast and the audience joined
hands while together we sang, "Lift
Every Heart and Sing."
Sincerely,
Jamie HaskJns
more than just
getting together
Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Ida
William's recent solution to forge a
community at Wooster. Her concern
about the inportanee of a community
is both warranted and genuine.
However, her. solution lacks prac-
ticality for the simple reason that a
spirited sense of community does
not Just appear through required
meetings that only simulate a com-
munity. How does Williams think an
actual community can arrive by
way of gathering the whole school
together (at a time when most are
usually sleeping) and then saying.
"O.K. now we have a sense of com
munity!"? The responsibility
towards a community does not lie
solely in the hands of the administra-
tion; rather it lies in the hands of the
majority, the students, who make up
the community. The College of
Wooster will only have a eommunal
atmosphere when each and every
person decides for themselves to do
something about oar uninformed,
uninvolved. and nnnnited eamous.
Andy Horning -
Community
deserves
attention
Dear Editor, . .- - -
For the past two weeks I have sat
idly by and read Ida William's col-
umns addressing campus "morals"
and her perceived lack of a cohesive
community on the Wooster campus.
Particularly disturbing to me was
her suggestion that the sehool in
stitute mandatory chapel atten
dance early in the morning at which
a significant issue of campus con-
cern would be discussed. It seems
that Williams has a quite narrow
and impoverished understanding of
both community and morals. The
use of the word morals does not even
deserve attention because it is used
so poorly that one can hardly
understand the reasoning behind its
use.
Williams' suggestion that the
students be required to attend a
discussion every week in the chapel
so that a common theme can be
discussed with other students il
lustrates - a rather simplistic
understanding of the workings of the
Wooster college community. What
makes this place Interesting is that
the people are always talking about
different things. Education does not
occur in the classroom. Much can be
gained by listening to others talk
about lectures they attended in their
diverse areas of interest
The concept of require chapel at-
tendance implies a religious
backdrop for these discussions. If
this was not William's intent than!
why not have them in a religiously
neutral enviroment if at all?
As for William's felling that
Wooster lacks a common communiH
ty: a college is not meant to be a
homogeneous place. People here
have different interests. This is a
liberal arts institution. It is a place
were options should be maximixed
and restrictions minimized. A stu
dent must choose for his or herself
the activities that are interesting
and should be attended. A campus
community cannot be legislatied by1
requiring attendance -- at a lecture.
Perhaps the aim of this idea was to
create more student faculty interac-
tion however the faculty is extreme-
ly accessible and a student who
chooses not to exploit this situation
is missing out by his or her own
choice.
I propose alternatives for foster-
ing a stronger sense of community
at Wooster. First, the faculty and
student dinind halls should be com-
bined to facilitate more interaction.
Second, a place that fills the gap bet-
ween Mom's and Iehabod's irtadly
needed, for example a cafe Open
every night that would attract a
diverse faculty and student popula-
tion.
Williams' ideas designed to create
a more cohesive campus community
are narrow. In closing I would like to
reset briefly to what I perceive to be
her understanding of morals.
Perhaps, arguably, Williams should
apply for a job in Ed Ifeese' justice
department after graduation. He too
understands the importance of
morals but fails to recognise that
they are individual and should not be
legislated. Discussions of campus
community and morality deserve at-
tention but, clearly and intelligently.
Peter Westerman
'Chapel' not
effective word
Dear Editor,
Regarding Ida William's editorial
"A Modest Proposal" from the
November 8 issue of the Voice: why
did you term your idea as "chapel"
will produce community all right It
will unite the campus against the
Idea!
If you seek to establish campus
community. I believe that another
proposal is more appropriate.
Asense ox community is sometnmg
that should be present from the mo- -
ment that someone becomes a
member of it Logically; the ideal
time to establish this sense of com-
munity would be during the first
semester of the freshman year. I
believe that an interdepartmental
"Wooster Community 101" should be
created as a required course for all
first semester freshman. Many Ohio
high schools offer something known
as "Life Careers" as a requirement
of all freshman. The course is 4 or
Vt of a credit and serves u ifsemester-lon- g orientation to the new
environment I beilieve that the
same need for a similar course ex
ists on a college level.
"Wooster community ioi" would-consis- t
of a series of seminars on
hat The College of Wooster is all
about Students would be required to
attend things such as the Limits and
Constraints series, theatre produc-
tions, athletic events, and other
community-relate- d affairs. Present
tations would be made by members
of the library staff, the SGA presi-
dent SAB chairperson CPES staff.
Reading and Writing Center staff,
and other campus authorities;' The
basic skill that would be taught
would be the appreciation of the uni-
que community which exists at The
College of Wooster, and this would
be taught not by lectures, readings,
or papers, but by first-han-d ex--
perience.
I believe that inspite of the strong
efforts made by the college during
freshman orientation, the spectrum
ox we community at me imege ox
Wooster is far too vast to be com
prehended in a mere week.
TEX WOOSTZX VOICX
vtnmum .- -
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ARTIFICIAL REGISTRATION:
NOT WHAT IT USED TO BE!INTELLIGENCE?:
At six twenty in the morning last Monday a new system of
registration went into effect Students, mostly freshmanand
sophomores began cueing up in front of the registrars office
before four a.m. for a good place in what one sophomore
termed "the academic room draw." The. rain that has
plagued us for the past few weeks subsided temporarily so as
toallow stndents to enjoy the refreshing November chill as
they stood in a line that reached from the doors of Severance
tothearchof Kauke. ,
Conceptually, the new system of registration was welcom-
ed by students who felt that in the past registration war
disorderly and unfair to students who did not have the
"right" connections. The system works like this (so that you
know for next time) : At a certm time and place, which is sub-ject to change with little notices, the registrar begins accep-
ting registration forms and continues to accept them for a
period of over a week. Then all the forms are divided up by
class with the first received from eich class being placed at
the top of that class' pile. The four class piles are then place
together with seniors on the top and freshmen at the bottom
and classes are filled in that order. "It is fair" agreed , a
freshman who was in line while I was stffl in bedj'but why
does it have to be at six o'clock in the morning?" When! I ask-
ed a Junior what he was doing on line at such an ungodly hour
he responded "Because I cant wake up for an eight o'clock
class." ru admit, I had to think about that for a moment!
The line was not nearly as bad as it might have been, for
many students did not know when the registrar would begin
accepting the forms. The registration schedule said "forms
may be submitted to the office of the Registrar as soon as
they are completed," but students dropping off their forms
were told to return on Monday at eight thirty. On Wednesday
eight thirty was changed to six thirty (presumably to allow
students to take part in the vigil without missing classes)
which explains why one student who got to Severance at
seven-thirt- y waited outside thinking she she was the first in
'; "JDon't get me wrong, the students who did not hear about
the change in registration times have only themselves to
n ft was nnctnri Ml 1im hi IIWTT. Nd. I did Dot MC
the signs either, but my glasses were
A Pica for community action
Dear Editor.
The need for a community has
been "VOICED" recently, in the
form of editorials and in the
November 5th convocation. The pro-
posals that have evolved have either
ben extensively pessimistic or not
vary pragmatic at an. It is not dif-
ficult to find avenues to foster such a
community, at least in an academic
. sense, if we begin to see the problem
, r ta the context of a liberal arts en-virome- ntr
.The roots of establishing a suc-
cessful college community lie in the
. recognition of unity in diversity. It is
important to trace a source of "com-
mon knowledge" inour approach to
courses and in our . method of in-
struction. Granted, we all face the
same requirements, but do we share
a common base . where these re-
quirements can build themselves on
? It is true that certain events such
. as Convocation or forums such as
"limits and Constraints" can serve
to unify the campus to some degree,
tut weekly listening to speeches(especially at 7:15 a.m.) eould hard-
ly contribute to the establishment of
community. For the need and
strength of a community must come
from WITHIN and not WITHOUT;
only then can a REAL community be
established-instea- d of an AS-TIFICIAL- one.
.
, . The origins for community
development lie in the clasroom. A
. proper orientation to a liberal arts
- enviroment is the first step towards
establishing a community. A core
course could be instituted for all first
year students, as an introduction
and induction into liberal learning at
stolen last week. The il--
Wooster. The course should be struc-
tured so as to expose the communi-
ty's strengths and weaknesses, and
should be designed so as to make the
students think and analyze these
problems and strengths in an inter
disciplinary manner, aiso, me struc-
turing of upper level courses and the
expectations of our teachers need to
be reexamined. These courses
should cease to encourage "restric-
tive" thinking and become more
aecomodative". The sociology stu
dent is frequently exposed to the
writings of Plato, Marx or Adam
Smith as much as the history student
reading about the growth of the
social movements in America has to
contend with the writings of Martin
Luther King. Jr., Abigail Foster or
Elisabeth Stanton. It is important at
this point to emphasise a
multidisciplinary approach and en-
courage the reading of the primary
texts rather than rely on second-
hand versions of such orglnial
works. Such an approach to course
material will not only promote
greater interaction among students,
but also encourage faculty com-
munication between departments.
The independent study at Wooster
could then become a SHARED ex-
perience; rather than make it
restrictive by encouraging complete
specialisation within a department,
multidisciplinary endeavors should
at least be tolerated if not encourag
ed. - ;
An academic communal harmony
is the building block for a successful
community at Wooster. It is time to
stop accepting . diluted course
material as being the real McCoy. It
Andrew Goldman
Commentary
lustration accompanying this story is one of these signs and it
duplicated ACTUAL SIZE t When the sign was pointed out to
me, it took me some time fo figure them out (my mind func-
tions slowly in the morning). These signs were actually part
of an ingenious recycling project Each of the old registration
cards, that we have no more use for, was cut in quaters to
make four of these signs! It is only a shame that one of these
cards could not have been used to inform food service of the
400-50- 0 additional students who would all convene for
breakfast promptly at seven fifteen.
. The "poster" was so small that had it been placed in my
mailbox (mind you it was three times smaller than the
REGISTRATION FORMS. RECEIVED
MONDAY 6:30 A.M.
FIRST COME, FIRST SERVED
(WITHIN CLASS)
WHERE? REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
(You HAVE until Nov. 22
TO HAND THEM IN)
is time to end the dichotomy among
disciplines. If we WANT to be a com-
munity, let us begin to INTERACT
as a community. Let us stress coor-
dination instead of encouraging
competition. Will this need for a
community be another excuse to
generate a lot of talk, memos, and
high-lev- el meetings with no action,
only to be by the wayside when
nnthi hot tnnie mml trudring
along? We hope not. Complaining
about the problem is wasted energy
if action does not follow SU1L. il is
time to seriously think if all of us at
Wooster seriously want a communi-t- w.
if we see no action then theanr ia nhvions. and all we will
need to do then is to sit and wait for
another "whine-flu- " season to come
along and entertain us with a little
rhetoric, plenty of idealism, no soua
format for solution, a lot of idle con--frn anri more "modest" DrODOSalS.
Let us begin to act like a communi
ty instead ox assuming ue roie oi
"etejmty-uunxer- s . ue us snroua
off this image we have of ourselves
a a a aneeessfnl liberal arts com
munity and seek solutions to our pro
blems througn cnange. ua us con-
fess our ignorance instead of hiding
H and nae each other's eXDertise to
learn FROM each other ABOUT
eaeh other. We have to start here)
and now if we wish to see a day when!
mnm faenltr committees, and when!
sections and clubs see eye to eyej
with Galpin on inuauon weez re--i
onirements. This end is a deflnita
nnuihiiitv and we have all the ingre
dients; what, then, are we waitingj
for?
Arvind Balasundaram
Liz Moran
minimum size for campus mail) I probably would not have
found it! However, if even such a tiny notice had been placed '
in the students' mailboxes, I would have considered the new
registration a sign that the needs of students were besi2g
to receive the thought they deserve on this campus. If the
"posters" ahd not been made at all I would have just conclud-
ed that once again someone forgot there were students at the
College of Woosterl But the fact that someone recognized a
problem and then consdoulsy did something so absolutely
stupid should beconsidered a serious regression.
A freshman in line at six in the morning summed up his
feelings about the pre-daw- n aspect of registration Ike
this: "If students would only realize they were consumers,just as they would be if they went out to spend eleven thou-
sand dollars on a stereo, then would they not put up with
things like this and they would find the adminstratian would
bend over backward to convenience them." He is correct and
we should not settle for anything less. It is unfortunate that
there is only room for one example because it makes it ap-
pear that only the registrar's office if gulity of such cSences
and this is not the case. In discussing this with a friend, he
said, "Blah (the registrar) win accept your comments and
do something, others would just blow you cflVH that Is the
east he win be setting a great precendent far others to follow.
So as not to be classified as one who gripes without offering
a better solution I win give one here (mind you there are
many but this is Just food for thought, I am available for ad-minista- tive
consultation at very reasonable hourly rate) : AH
freshmen would redeve randomly computer generated ran 1
dom numbers before their first registration and reciter in
that order amongst their class. The second time they
register, the order would be reversed and the third time the
- list would be read from the middle (with the central cumber
followed by the next higher and lower numbers until the
largest and smallest numbers concluded the Est). Each
subsequent registration would follow the previous cycle.
Students eould enjoy hassle free registration at their conve-
nience. Everyone would be well rested, and the pec;! who
work in the Registrar's office miiht even have time to ftt a
lesson in poster mazmsi
Not just surface controversy
Dear Editor.
In regards to your editorial last
week. I felt the inclination to resH
pond. I have read many of the
editorials this year, and continue to
ouestion the basis of your logic. II
have long believed the editor of a
college newspaper is to be an objec-- J
Ore thinker, ana yet, n seems, you
have taken the lntiattve to wing in
irrelevent concerns as the priority
on campus. I have yet to determine
if the Voice is conservative, liberal,
or Derhaos. illusive.
After attending convocation.
regarding the community of college
campus, I was confused by the views
taken by the three students. Some
eves on this campus visualise a
nonexistant community of academia
and individualism. Some of those
who have 20-2- 0 vision, on the other
hand, see a community evolving. It
took millions of years to create the
world, and so complex a thing.it
was! Wooster has been evolving forjust over a hundredyears, going
through it's own ice age. middle age.
and revolutions. How many times
does a student see a professor about
an exam he did poorly on. yet fight
for the higher grader Some may call
It brownosing. others call it guts.
call it an understanding with the
Drofessor and myself. It's so simple
to walk in and discuss life with a pro
fessor and then realise you can talk
to him or her like you would with any
other individual.
Depauw University in Indiana has
a required chapel, the college com-
munity is to attend atleast three
times in a semester. Should we have I
such an ultimatum at 7:30 every
morning? Why not 7:00? This wCl
help those to get to their S.CO that
much more. One problem we face. In
effort to get students to attend this
chapel, is how do you know if
everyone is going? I heard someone
suggest an electronic beeper that
goes off if you miss more than three
chapels. But that gets too frustrating
if everyone is walking around; beep-
ing all the time. I'm sure the ad-mmstra- tion
can find some way of '
working out this problem. I'm also
sure more suggestions will be made
by students as wen. .
Wooster wifl always be the
Wooster as one sees it. whether it is
a community coexisting with
academia and Individualism or the
place to meet your ongoing friends. I
think we should stop trying to find
out what is wrong with the college
community and begin to recognize
ourselves as part of the evolution
process. There Is no surface con-
troversy we are discussing, but an
effort to bring the campus communi-
ty together through opinion and
response. I hope some eyes have bet-
ter vision than they may have last
week. '
.
: '
Kathryn A. Baldwin
V
Editor'snote: "'
The Wooster Voice welcomes any
letter to the editor. The letter should
he typed, double spsce. and mar ad'
dress any topic. Deadline tor letters ,
in tae following Friday's Issue is
noon on Tuesday.
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Indolence
Turkish hash and
Column By Warren Hedges
More rubOc's enbe of tagging
canalj and tangled walkways than a
city proper, Venice was made to be
stoned in. Jason, at least, thought
so, and had been testing his theory
for the past three days. We were
seated in the plana Ifaria della For-
mosa, eating the best pistachio in
Europe, and watching disheveled
punks drift in and out of the local
communist headquarters.
"IteUyou.it works. I'd been lost
for a day and a half, I had a joint,
and three hours later, there was my
hotel!" He was gesturing fiercely,
punctuating each word like a brick.
"You call that luck? No. there
was something behind it: I've got a
sense for these things. The was I
figure it, these Medici or Gucci, or
whoever designed the city, were
always fighting the turks, so they got
blasted and designed a city that only
makes sense when you're stoned.
The turks didn't have a chance:
place was a rat maze to the turks,
because the turks weren't stoned.
"Damn good thing I wasn't
turkish-wou- ld have made sure we
had two or three shiploads of good
turkish hash. Venetians never
would have known what hit them."
I finished my cone and ordered
more cognac. I'd found Jason trying
to explain his theory to the com-
munists, and pulled him away from
the brink of a fight. The men were
scrawny, but there were twelve of
'Modest' quite inaccurate
Dear Editor,
The editorial "A Modest
Proposal"-an- d 'Modest' is a rather
inaccurate adjective to apply to the
radical change in campus life which
was suggested-practicall- y begs for a
response.
The flaws in this plan are
manifold- - and begin with the sug-
gested time for Chapel: 7:15am, for
half an hour. What do the poor wret-
ches who have an 8:00am class and
study until sometime past midnight
do about this? Is it suggested that we
eliminate the (already too rare)
practice of sleep at Wooster? Or
would the 8:00 class simply be
moved-playin- g havoc with the
schedule?
Second, the idea of 'nonreligious
chapel' is rather ludicrous. Chapel
is, by definition, a religious event.
Would the chapel service be a sup-
posedly interreligious one, or would
equal time be given to all religious
groups on campus? What, then, of
agnostics-o- r atheists? All too often,
this sort of event tends to become a
venue for a specific group to foist its
beliefs on a captive audience (I
spent four years at a school where
such was the case- - the 'inter-
religious' assembly was all too often
a place for offensive and or tedious
sermonizing, successfully alienating
nearly the whole student body.).
Next, the idea of a computer card
attendance system is both intriguing
and repugnant, conjuring up a vision
of a monstrous line of people (much
like Lowry at lunchtime) waiting to
duly present their cards. This would
certainly take 20 minutes at the very
least - assuming that the system
could check off a student every six
tenths of a second! A more realistic
figure would be 30min--l hour, mean-in- g
that students would have to start
presenting themselves at 6:15-7:00a- m.
There goes the morning(and breakfast)! Besides the
overhead in time, how much would
this sophisticated computerized
AGditogdgJ
Venetian cathedrals
them. Two had drawn knives.
"Jason, you--we could have been
killed back there, and all you can
talk about is hash?" I'd fished Jason
out of the grand canal yesterday
morning because he looked cold and
I was out of things to write about.
He'd given me plenty.
Jason is from Nebraska, writes
bad poetry, and is into quadratic
'equations. His blank stare and
hanging mouth vacillate from look-
ing deranged to imbecilic. Jason's
black trench coat matches thick
plastic glasses. This gives him the
appearance of a media half-bree- d
sprung from a cross between
"Revenge of the Nerds" and
"Desperately Seeking Susan." He
must be about seventeen.
I never determined if Jason used
his empty expression to protect
himself, or to annoy people, or
whether his brain was just deep-frie- d
from too much acid. Jason
looked up from a quadratic equation
he was working in the table cloth to
announce another theory.
"You know they say this city's
sinking." He was right Venice was
built by linking together an ar-
chipelago and now those little
islands and swampy foundations
were steadily dropping.
"I figure we could stop things with
styrofoam."
Spoken like a true American. "We
use it to hold up boat docks in
Nebraska."
system cost? Not cheap, I assure
you.
Following on the heels of that
thought-doesn- 't it seem that this
system would successfully increase
the depersonalization of the people
caught in it by making them into yet
another number in a computer? (I
myself am identified by no less tham
6 numbers now and that s a low
figure.) Besides the demeaning
depersonalization of this aspect of
the system, is the suggestion that
this will be necessary implying that
the Wooster Codes of Academic In-
tegrity and Social Responsibility are
inadequate to regulate attendance?
Perhaps this is a matter which
deserves attention before any more
fanciful plans are proposed. Also,
doesn't the statement that it would
be necessary to force attendance to
these chapels imply that the chapels
would likely be lacking in interest to
the campus community-an- d thus be
limited, if any, worth?
Finally. I find it more than a little
unlikely that, after waiting for 15
minutes in a line at 7:00am, , without
breakfast, still sleepy, the typical
student would 'have his or her mind
opened' by President Copeland's ad-
dress. For that matter, I have
serious misgivings as to whether all
the addresses would be 'mind-openin- g'
of all the speakers and
topics 'interesting' and enlighten-
ing'. On the . contrary, past ex-
perience tends to suggest that they
would more often than not (especial-
ly at 7:15!) be rather soporific.
So, to sum up: the idea of pro-
moting community by forcing
speeches on a captive audience who
have just woken up and spent at
least 15 m inutes being processed like
so many cattle is definitely NOT
"the answer this college is looking
for". Community can not be
legislated in this manner.
Back to the drawing board...
John G. Scudder
I ordered more cognac and con-
sidered turning Jason back over to
the communists. Whatever else the
communist government had or
hadn't done for Italy, I was impress-
ed by the amount of restoration that
was going on and their lack of tolera-
tion for American tourists. They
had recently restored a well in the
middle of the piazza. The water
wasn't usable, but during the
Renaissance, Venetians used to
throw traitors in it and lock the grid
on top. Traitors hung on as long as
they could. I think the latest pro-
posal was to use it for vacationing
shriners.
"Let's go." rd finished by cognac
and was getting a headache from
children playing football nearby.
They kept kicking the ball against
the side of the church of Maria della
Formosa until the priest came out to
chase them away. Then they'd wait
five more minutes and start it over.
The church was built two years
before Columbus sailed. Italian
children are beautiful, but they must
be the noisiest in the world. .
I pulled out my compass and head
ed for St Mark's square. The only
useful thing I learned in cub scouts
was that in the absence of familiar
landmarks human beings tend to
walk in circles, stoned or not
Saint Mark's is a thoroughly
Byzantine church, down to the
bronze horses which the crusaders
stole from Constantinople. There, as
A re-organiza- tion of calendars needed
Dear Editor,
I quite agree with the spirit of
community is not what it could be on
the campus. Mandator chapel is a
good idea (although' I probably
would have started smaller with a
mandatory convocation each week
or twice weekly.) I have another
suggestion to add to the people's-thought- s
about this issue. '
It seems that the different
organizations have to fight or com-
pete with one another to get people
to attend their programs and events.
I cite this evening as an example: In
Douglass there was a discussion on
alcoholism; there was the Holocaust
Community Seminars suggested
Dear Editor,
I applaud your efforts to discuss
the topic of community within the
campus. It has, to say the least
generated some discussion around
campus. The problem is not
whether it exists or not (which, by
the way, I believe it does), but in let--
ting the campus know it exists.
Communication concerning the
community, then, is a big problem
within the community. This is
where Williams' 'radical' idea of re-
quired chapel may shed some light
I fully believe that the biggest pro-
blem with required chapel is its
name. People hear . 'required
chapel and think "Hey. I go to
church on Christmas and
Easter...that's not enough!" and
therein lies the problem. People
think of it as another name for a
church service, which at one time I
imagine it was. In order to change
this attitude, I suggest changing its
name... besides, we don't even have
a chapel on campus anymore. I sug
gest a name that better describes it
something like 'Community
Seminar'.
Not to be critical of Williams' idea.
but having required Community
always, I was plagued by Italian
children on field trips, the only thing
worse than vacationing Americans.
Italy's a double bind: come late and
you get Americans, eome early and
ou get field trips. The best strategy
i to get to places as soon as they
open and sprint to the most impor-
tant thing before the hordes catch
up. I had the Cistene chapel to
myself for almost twenty minutes
that way. '
This time, I cut in front of forty
kids, almost bowled over a nun. and
gained the upper stories with a few
minutes breathing space before thejuggernaut of bright eyes and sticky
.fingers. Jason clambered up after-
wards, breathing heavily. I headed
for the corner and Judas, my
favorite mosaic in the church.
He was hanging on the tree, just
before his guts spilled out and
though he was hurting, there was
something ua apologetic about his
expression. I think it centered in his
eyes. Not defiant just unapologetic.
I imagined him saying, "This is my
life. Deal with it" Nothing more.
Nothing loud, but quiet though not
despairing.
Christ at Saint Mark's is sheer im- -'
perial purple, the God-king-m- an in
exactly that priority. This cut
deeper. Jason, the cathedral, even
the screaming kids, suddenly seem-
ed irrelevant passing things. There
was only golden, streaming light and
the Judas mosaic.
lecture; another lecture for German
classes; a required movie for
another class; not to mention con-
cert choir rehearsal and the
astronomy class. At a liberal arts in-
stitution, I would think it would be
possible to attend at least two of
these events, but I ended up atten-
ding almost no lectures for rehear-
sal, which I freely admit is of my
own free will. I just get frustrated
occasionally when I see so many in-
teresting programs on the same day,
then a lack for many days. I am not
suggesting that the programs be
eliminated, but rather a commitee.
Seminars every day at 7:15 in the
morning may only convince people
that it is more of a bother than it is
worth. What about a once-a-we- ek
gathering? A time that would be
convenient for everyone is on Thurs-
day mornings at 11:00. If it works
for Convocations on Tuesdays, there
should be no problem with Com-
munity Seminars on Thursdays.
Now, on to format 'for the
Seminars...short and informative,
with the emphasis not on a religious
theme but on a community theme.
As I look around our campus com-
munity, I think it's tremendous that
there are so many different and
varied programs for students, not to
mention the amount of research with
which the faculty is involved. The
only problem is, nobody really
knows about it
It's great that there are program
houses but does anybody besides
those people directly involved know
what the programs are? There is so
much going on within the eampus
that the potential topics for the Com-
munity Seminars would far out-
number the Seminars themselves.
Just off the top of my head, possible
After a long time I went out on the
balcony and sat near the bronze
horses that crusaders had stolen
from Constantinople. People swirl-
ed and fluxed In the square below,
shouting at each other and feeding
pigeons. I didnt know where Jason
was.'
I tried to remember some lines by
Yeats about art and immortality,
but kept turning back to human
muek and mire-t-he changing
crowds and the Judas mosaic,
greasy school kids and Jason's ab-
surd theories. It was a spot I often
returned to, felt somehow united
with.jason sat down by me, sniffed. His
raincoat looked suddenly thin. I'm
not much for saving the world, but I
could afford a cup of coffee.
"Cold, Jason?" The kid didn't
answer. "Come on, there's a cafe
down there that Byron used to hang
out at"
"Who?"
"Kind of a seventeenth century
Matt Dillon. He was into alcohol,
debt and bears at Cambridge."
I never saw Jason after that after-
noon coffee. He was trying to get to
Cambridge. I wondered if some
eleventh century craftsman who .
worked on Judas would be proud of
me. I doubted it It was late and Iheaded back to my hostel feeling
numb, but without a hint of remorse--tire- d,
but making no apologies.
be created to schedule events to be""2
available to more people. I believe if
commitee of a person or persons
from each organization and depart"
ment would work extremely well,
then the S.A.B. and the music dept(for example) could work together
instead of competing against each
other. Would it not be possible to
have more programs and lectures on
the weekend, leaving more time to
study during the week?
I urge everyone to consider these
thoughts as we enter the second
semester and plan calenders.
EmilieW.Storrs
topics could include: program,
houses, various organizations, clubs
and sections, departmental LS.
topics, departmental research, by
the faculty (or what I did during my
vacation), what to do with this
department's majorthe list goes
on. There could even be Community .
Profiles, such as: Just what does
the President do all day or, for that
matter, what does the President's
wife do all day? or how The Wooster
Voice Is put together or possibly a
behind-the-scen- es look at a Lowry
meal (maybe not the Seminar
would be before lunch). -
I think this type of format for Com-
munity Seminars would not only pro-
duce something which Is interesting
and informative, but enjoyable. It-wou- ld
also help alleviate the major
stumbling block towards this cam-
pus's community, Its own self-awarene- ss.
'
Dara Behiadi.
Through Horrid Glasse
Column By Bill Hertz
On November 7, 1917. EDT. the Ruf-
fians ' held a revolution. On
November 7, IMS, tome Slavophilesjoined together at Professor Ber-
nhardt' apartment for a. good,
healthy celebration. For some of us,
this celebration turned into a good,
healthy drunk as we swallowedjalepenos laced with vodka and trad-e-d
stories of storming the Winter
Palace. Well. Ida Williams was in
attendance, and I took the opportuni-
ty to launch into a diatribe against
the Voice. The reply eame out, as
expected, that if I didn't like the
damn thing, I should do something
about it The birth of a column...
There are certain times when
world events are beyind far-remov- ed
efforts towards change. I
really dont believe that the South
African government is quivering in
fear of America's college students.
If anything, divestment will bring
about more radicalism in the
bovernment They are hardly
ashamed of their aetions-- in fact,
apartheid is something they wholly
believe in. (I dont mention this asjust another classic example of the
. American habit of stating the
obvious-- ic "That's a big book
you're reading"-- it just seems tome
people have lost sight of the fact.)
The apartheid issue is something
that will be settled with guns. If
you're really into making a dif-
ference there, get out of your tent
and buy a gun. A petition and a
quarter will buy you a cup of coffee.
Another thing I was upset with
was the labelling of Pete Rose as a
"hero." His accomplishments are
indeed impressive, but no one likes
him anyway. This is not because of
some moral malaise in the United
States; if anything, it shows good
Did sheefs
Next Tuesday, November 19. all
freshmen men will be receiving sec--1
tion bid cards in their mailboxes.
Freshmen men interested in pledg-
ing a section must mark their
otutfeea on thu eard and return in it
to the tables that will be set up in
Lowry Center no later than Thurs-
day, November 21.
Turning in a bid card does NOT
obligate one to join a section, it is
merely an expression of interest In-iHati- nna
will not take nlaee until
January. 1988. The interim period
1
allows pledges a chance to consider
whether or not Greek life is for
Upperclass men interested in ob-
taining a bid card must speak with
TntertSettion Council (ISC) resi
dent ifare Goss, or a section presi--
oentzoroetau. .
judgement Lou Gehrig, Ted
Williams, Roberto Clement-e- now
those are heroes. The words to
describe Rose can'tbe printed here.
Another point to clear my cons
cience : Is the editor of this paper in-
tent on turning the students of this
campus into a race - of robotic
numanoldsr isn't mere someumg
to be said for diversity? The pro-
blem is no national fraternities. We
should have just one. And we should
all join it I'm convinced that shedoesn't really believe in this whole
daily convocation maiarky. sne's
looking for reactions. It's the-littl- e
things in life...
Ergo, my erst point oi weeny aa-vie- e:
Never, ever, take anything too
seriously. You'll go mad. If you find
yourself about to join a special in-
terest group advocating that people
shouldn't eat rabbits, it's time to put
on a good drunk. (H.A.R.E., after
all, is a mite bit trivial as far as
causes go.)
There is quite a bit of spiritual
enlightenment in a cheeseburger
and an ice cold draught An
American draught mind you. The
Canadians make the best beer, but
they are, after all, Canadians. Hard
ly fomething to be proud ox. rion-dia- ns
have to be nice to obnoxious
Canadian tourists all the time.
Keeps taxes down. The price you
pay. Anyway, a cheeseburger ana a
beer as a source of contentment is
much better than apologizing for
your nation's wealth by trying to .
"make a difference." Sure, there
are many people who are miserable.
There always will be. People
throughout history have tried to
make a difference. Whether or not
they succeeded is anathema.
They're all dead. I hope they were
happy.
VJoostcr Rovioiv
now available .
MARY COX
The fourth issue of the Wooster
Review is now available for pur-
chase and includes the work of four
Wooster students, as well as submis-
sions of poetry and fiction from out-
side writers and contributors.
The latest publication has a
predominance of poetry, with five
short stories. However, a forthcom-
ing issue will feature mostly fiction.
Gordon Landefeld, co-edit- or of the
Fiction Board, says the selection is
currently larger for fiction due to an
ad asking for submissions in Coda
magazine. Copies are also sent to
book stores all over the country. '
Commenting on th issue, Landefeld
states, "The quality of the magazine
is very good. We're pushing for high
University of Michigan anthropologist Sherry B. Ortner gave a lecture
on the "Limits of Culture" last
rfflritrr
quality 'and more student submis-
sion." He says that the reasons for
the lack of campus interest in the
Review are that most stuaenu ao
not seem to have the time or the en-
thusiasm to write on their own and
that they are embarrassed to have
others read their work. To en
courage more involvement on the
ramnna thm staff of the magazine is
now arrant In anonymous submis
sions from students whose work will
be- - identified by a eampus box
number only.
Faculty advisor to the magazine
Michael Allen says the Review is
"becoming a nationally known
magazine among graduate and pro
fessional writers' Like Landfeld,
Alton ia imnreaaed and nleased with
the quality and staff of the Review,
whose members. Alien leeis, are
assuming more responsibility with
arh feaue. Allen's ffoal is for the
Review to eventually have a "self- -
perpetuating staff" ana to Become a
"student-produce- d magazine open
to student submissions' According
to Allen, the end-produ- ct will be a
"much more projessionai puouca-tirm- "
than Wooster has had in the
past He would also like to see more
students read the magazine ana en-
courages them to by a copy of the
Wooster Review.
C( -
1
Monday night in Freedlander
Come to the
pi
bn the eve of the
U.S. - U.S.S.R.
nuclear weapon
summit
Tuesday
November 19
7:30 to
0:30 p.m.
on the top of
McGaiv Chapel
WQTT5 U IJVU
Convocatioif 1
ByTom Karsten
' On Tuesday the 19th, at 11:00 ajn.
in Mateer auditorium. Professor of.
History Floyd Watts will present a
lecture entitled "Peregrinatio
Afrieana Wattsieneis" for Convoca-
tion. The topic of this lecture, not
easily understood by the title, is a
survey of Watts' travels in Africa.
The Professor's first encounter
with Africa and Africans was in 1985
when he was responsible for the con-
tact with a group visiting Wooster
from. the "Crossroads Africa" pro-
gram. Since then, through op-
portunities provided by this and
other programs. Watts has travelled
to Africa six times in the past nine-
teen years, including in 1980 during a
period of devasting drought
His experience has principally
been with the common people of Sub-Sahar- an
countries and Kenya, the
Sudan and Tanzania. His study of.
the continent was helped, he
believes, by the position of English
as the offical language and his abili-
ty to communicate through sign
language.
Watts' interest is in the people of
Africa, and he maintains that his
repeated travels have been
necessary in aculturating himself to
Africa, so as to legitimize his work in
the field of African studies. "Africa,
after all." says Watts, "is composed
of individuals and not only of govern-
ments."
Professor Watts states that he has
"never been made to feel white," in
Africa and that the Africans are
helpful, encouraging and do not deal
' In aiaMotvncd. In the Dualities he
believes, there is something to be
learned allofus.by - -
WOE
Tmi in to WCWS B1.S FM everv
weekday at 11 a.m. for the public af--
fairs hour. YouH bear Informative
and thought-provokin- g programm-
ing! The following is the schedule
for the week beginning November
18th: .
Monday: "Focus on CA.T.T.
and 'The Campus debate over
Star Wars"THif! - . Convocation:
"Peregrinatio Afrieana Watt Sien- -
cis, rroiessor t ioja wans, vv
of History. College of Wooster
Wednesday: . "science journal
id "A Case Stndv in the In--
rinatrialicta South"
Thursday: "Topics for Today"
with Snsan Schlemann and Carl
Olson
Friday: "Soorts Medicine ana
Wellness"
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Student Government Election candidate profiles
EDITOR'SNOTE
The following profiles were submit
ted by each of the candidates. As
each candidate was responsible for
turning in a profile, the editor
regrets anyone who was not includ-
ed, but the information that was
received is included.
President
John Fernandez
Fernandez is a person of diversity.
knowledge and aspirations. It is the
sum of these characteristics which
has motivated him to want to be
President. His aspiration is for SGA
to be the one place where all
organizations, individuals, faculty
and adminstators can channel their
information, issues, concerns, needs
and announcements on a regular
basis. This would enable the campus
community to concentrate its efforts
to improve Wooster." My knowledge
of SGA and my diversity would be
two of my major assets in promoting
improvments and leading the SGA."
His involvement has ranged from
sections and clubs to a Campus
Council Racism Task Force to being
an R.A. to women's issues. His
knowledge of SGA stems from his
experience as a leader within in SGA
as he has served as Chairperson of
Student Services and Special Pro-jects Committee, and Chairperson of
the Social Concerns Committee.
Julie Rice
Rice is a sophomore at the College
of Wooster. Thanks to the confidence
the student body placed in her last
year, she has served as Vice-Preside- nt
of the SGA. She believes
that she has served as a competent
Vice-Preside- nt and could be compe-
tent as President. She knows how
SGA runs, and she thinks her ideas
will strengthen the organization and
help it to work for student concerns.
She witt sit on the Educational
Policy Committee until the end of
the academic year, and she thinks
this is a plus for any SGA candidate
because it keeps her in touch with
the faculty. She believes in SGA and
the importance of its represen-
tatives."! have put countless hours
and energy into SGA projects in the
past and hope you will allow me to
continue to do so."
Secretary
Jon Barclay
According to Barclay, many peo-
ple are concerned that SGA is inef-
fective or inactive. Part of this im-
age is due to a failure on the part of
SGA to tell people, clearly and effec-
tively, what it is doing. The
Secretary is an ideal position to
change this. As keeper of the
minutes, the Secretary has aeeess
for an information about SGA ac-
tivities. He would like to see a
regular SGA column in the Voice, as
well as an open newsletter to the
campus community on a regular
basis. In these ways, all members of
the Wooster community can in-
directly attend all SGA meeting.
Vice-Preside- nt
Julia G. Brooks
The SGA has been a very impor-
tant part of her freshman year here
at the College of Wooster. As- - a
General Assembly representative
for Douglass Hall, she has been
given the opportunity to understand
the student influence behind SGA
and its important role with campus
concerns. "Communication-th- is is
what we strive for, and seemingly
what we lack." She would like to en-
courage more interaction between
the students and leaders. If things
are to be done on this campus there
must be commuocition and equal
participation on the parts of the
students as well as the leaders.
Sarah Kotchen
The primary function of the Vice-Preside- nt
of the SGA is to enhance
the line of communication between
faculty, administration and the stu-
dent body which is represented. The
Vice-Preside- nt represents the stu-
dent body at faculty meetings and
Educational Policy Committee
meetings. The position of Vice-Preside- nt
if one that requires a ma-jor time committment and an
understanding of bow the school is
run. It also requires the initiative to
continually interact with the faculty,
administration and student body and
the ability to effectively com-
municate with these groups. As cur-
rent secretary of SGA, she feels she
has the knowledge of what the role of
Vice-Preside- nt entails. Because she
has been involved in different ways
and through different channels with
the campus, both within SGA and
outside it she feels she is capable of
more than adequately fulfilling the
role of SGA Vice-Preside- nt.
Angel Morris
Morris is a freshman from
Detroit, Michigan, with great
leadership abilities and with a
creative and productive mind. As a
freshman she sees the need for
fresh, new ideas and constructive
changes. "I believe that there is --a
need for a strong leader who is also
an attentive listener to the concerns
of the whole, such as myself."
Paul Savage
Savage is a junior Political
Science major from Bay City
Michigan. He feels he is very
qualified to be a student government
Vice-Preside- nt for many reasons.
He has been involved with many ac-
tivities at Wooster. including Varsi-
ty Football, Track, a member of the
Omegas, Student Admissions Com-
mittee and Judicial Board. This year
he was selected by the Political
Science majors to be their represen-
tative to the Political Science
department. Working with the
department to solve scheduling pro-
blems, he has become aware of stu-
dent concerns.
Steve Stafford
Although born in New York state,
he has lived most of his life in the
Cleveland area. As a class officer in
high school, he gained experience in
student government. He enjoys
science to the point of being a
physics major, but also likes the
diversity of a liberal arts education.
The major challenge of SGA and of
all College of Wooster students, as
he sees it, will "be to increase the
range of student awareness and
representation within the student
government structure."
Treasurer
GregBevensee
Serving as the Holden Annex
representative to SGA has been an
enrr ..g experience for him. He
has t oyed becoming involved with
the students and activities at
Wooster. He is currently taking
Financial Accounting and is
Treasurer of the Holden Hall Pro-
gramming Board. His intention is to
major in Business Economies,
which makes him an enthusiastic
candidate for the position of SGA
Treasurer. "I feel that not only wffl I
gain valuable experience from this
position, but I believe that lean offer
a strong commitment to SGA." -
Zuher Mohamedali
MohamedaU is a well traveled Ke-
nyan finaneer with Indian roots
presently residing in Pakistan. Pro-
ficient in mathematics, he is an ex-
perienced "budget cruncher" not in-
timidated by bureacraey, with the
added qualifications of being effi-
cient in producing thorough and eon'
else budget reports. One of his goals,
being a computer science major, is
to computerize the SGA accounts.
Public Relations
VineeFrazxini
Currently he is involved in the Col-
lege HUls Adopt-a-Grandpar- ent pro-
gram is as student coordinater for
the Medic Aide Volunteer Program
at Wooster Community Hospital,
and also is the current Public Rela-
tions Chairperson. He believes that
the Public Relations Committee and
he have accomplished much over
the past year. The SGA flyer and the
SGA calendar were major ac-
complishments. If he is re-elect- ed he
"intends to continue and improve
upon the SGA calendar and the
advertising of SGA events." He also
plans to vigorously publicize what
SGA is doing so that the gap between
SGA and the student body can be
bridged.
Special Projects
Wes Johnston
, The Student Service and SpecialProject Committee serves the prin-
cipal function of carrying out the ac-
tual "working business"of the SGA.
Through his constant involvment in
our College's activities, he feels thathe is uniquely qualified to fulfill theduties of this position.
Jeffrey Leitzke
As a pre4aw student, experiences
in government, leadership .and
responsibility are things he can't
take lightly. The. Student Services
and Special Projects Committee wfll
also give him a chance to work with
people; an interest he picked up in
high school where he was Senior
Class President, Prom King and
voted Most Likely to Succeeed, as
well as an officer in several clubs."
It seems to me that education, if it is
complete, goes beyond books; peo-
ple are equally important" The
cabinet, for him. is a great op-
portunity and one that he welcomes.
Financial Affairs
Shymalalvatury
Ivatury Is an intended economics
major, she enjoys dealing with
finance and hence her choice of theflnnHi affairs committee. She
also believes that she has it in her
"to make a difference". She was
born in the port city of Vishakap-tana- m
and lived in the city of New
Delhi, which is the eapitol of India.
Besides being" a" Compton
representative on the General
Assembly, she also is on the Pro-
gramming Board and HaU Council
for Compton. For the past few weeks
she has been on the Financafi Af-
fairs Committee and has helped in
the compilation of the budget She is
"deeply committed to the streamlin-ing of the existing system and the
removal of redtapism."
Social Concei
Cornell Carter
Carter Is running for this position
for two reasons. First he finds the
concerns of the members of the Col-
lege community to be extremely im-portant He feels it is essential that
they are addressed to maintain a
positive living environment on the
Campus. Secondly, he feels qualified
to provide distinctive leadership
necessary to the Social Concerns
Committee, because he has held
numerous leadership posts within
organizations. "I harbor no doubt
that the SCC win continue to make
strides in the social arena."
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Snsan M. Landon. professional
geologist wffl be sharing her ex-
periences in a program open to the
public, students and faculty at the
College of Wooster, November 1
ana iv.
Landon, geological associate with
Amoco Production Company.
Denver, has been involved with ex--
Sloration projects throughout the:ocky Mountain region and Alaska.
On Monday night at 7:00 p.m. in
Scovel 105 she win present a lecture
on OU and Natural Gas Exploration
in a Frontier Province: The Mon-
tana Thrust Belt On Tuesday at 8
a.m. in Scovel 216 Landon will
discuss the use of Plate Tectonic.
Theory in Petroleum Exploration.
Her talks are part of the American
Association of PetroleumGeologists' Visiting Geologists Pro- -
Sam. The program is designed toprove communications between
the students, faculty and - ad-minstrat- ors
and petroleum geology
professionals on the current energy
situation, the role of petroleum
geology in society and career oikportunities, among other things.
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The classical film "La Nuit de
Varrenes" win replace "Swann in
Love" this Sunday, November 17th.
"Swann in Love" has not reached
the United States because the
French labs have not yet released it
"La Nuit de Varrenes" , wfll be
shown in Mateer at 7:30 pjn.
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"Whenever you fed like
smokln' a cigarette, instead of
strikln up a match, strike up
the band-- the 'Larry Hagman
Special Stop Smokln' Wrist ,
Snappin' Red Rubber Band.' -- :
Get one free from your
American Cancer Society."
I:
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"It happens every day of everyyear: hundreds of thousands of
Americans drink alcoholic
beverages and then slip behind the
wheel of a motor vehicle. An
estimated 23,500 people are killed
annually in alcohol related ac-
cidents, and 700,000 more are in--
ered," according to a special reportthe September issue of Header's
Digest
The report, titled "Drinking-a- nd
Drivmg-O- n American Highways"
exemplified for its readers the
seriousness of the DWI, the drinking
while intoxicated, problem among
American drivers. It, like so many
other articles we have read, por-
trayed the message that something
' must be done.
Here, at the College of Wooster,
something is being done. With the
support and sponsorship 'of SGA ,
Students Against Drunk Driving,
(SADD), is on the verge of organiza-
tion. Though official guidelines and
Biden to finish
organisational criteria have not yet
been established, the wheels are tur-
ning and it is hoped that a formal
meeting can be called after the
beginning of the year.
SOUK FACTS ABOUT DRUNK
DRIVING
One quarter of a million
Americans have lost their lives in
alcohol related auto accidents over
the past decad- e- an average of
25.000 traffic fatalities a year.
700,000 Americans are injured
each year by intoxicated drivers.
The DWI problem creates an
estimated economic cost to society
of over 5 billion annually.
8,000 teenagers and young adults
lose their lives each year in drunk
driving incidents and 40,000 are in-jured. L -
SADD GOALS
1. Help eliminate the drunk driver
and save lives.
2. Promote responsible behavior
by college students by not mixing
drinving with drugs or alcohol.
3. Reduce the number of alcohol
limits and Constraint
Wooster, Ohio U.S. Senator
Joseph Biden will address the topic
of "National Autonomy and Its
Limits" at the final Limits and Con-
straints Forum Monday at the Col-
lege of Wooster.
Biden received Us Bachelor of
Arts degree in history and political
science from the University of
Delaware in IMS and his law degree
in 1888 from Syracuse University.
He spewut the next three years as a
trial lawyer in Wilmington,
Delaware, before his election to the
Senate in 10972 when he becamre the
second youngest Senate member at
age. .
i FIDDLED Oil THE UffSf
I A6AIN THIS SUNDAY NOV. 18
Early in his Senate career he won
seats on several important commit-
tees. On the Foriegn Relations com-
mittee he stands behind only
Claiborne Pell in seniority and may
become chaiman if Democrats
regain a Senate majority. He is cur-
rently ranking minority member on
the Judiciary committee.
Biden is also the chairman of the
Senate Democratic Task Force on
Crime and co-ehairm- an of the
Democratic House and Senate Coun-
cil. In addition he is a member of the
Democratic Senatorial Campaign
Committee and the Democratic
Caucus Working Group on Budget
ft I TlTMr r rf itWESffiTS
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328 East Liberty Street
Wooster
284-218- 1
WmiN THE LOWRY PIT
AT 8QOPM FREE
ON NOVEMBER 21 COrtESEE
f 8:00 IN LOVRY CENTER
WOOSTER STUDENTS ONLY OPTIOHM rr.lKATIONAL
DISCUSSION AFTER Int MLH
i
Yacalia, Sony, Kenwood, Bose, Hitachi
Sharp ; -
AUDIO AND VIDEO ACCESSORIES
COMPACT DISCS IN STOCK SPECIAL ORDERS AVAILABLE
i
related deaths, injuries and arrests
in college communities.
4. Encourage responsible use of
alcoholic beverages by students of
legal age who choose to drink.
5. Demonstrate that the majority
of college students are responsible
adults with a genuine concern for
alleviating the problem.
Without question, drunk driving
ranks today as one of the nation's
most serious health and safety
Ms
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The beginning of a legend. Now you'll have a choice between your
favorite Taoo Grande with beef entrees or our tasty, nutrition a
chicken. From Taoo's to Taoo Salad Supreme our new delicious
chicken entrees will make a hit with chicken lovers and those who
want an alternative to our beef entrees. Youll get it...only at Taoo
Grande. Try our chicken entrees today and see if we aren't right.
Taoo Grande chicken, tastes great and it's great for you.
BUY ONE CHICKEN
ENTREE AND GET ONE
CHICKEN ENTREE FREE.
Pluck thisyu
0
0
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issues. Recognizing that some col-
lege students do drive, SADD is
designed to better educate students
about drinking and driving to help
reduce the lixlihood of their becom-
ing involved in a DWI incident.
SADD In no way intends to outlaw
or dispute those students who choose
to drink. It only intends to em-
phasize the task of drinking respon-
sibly and avoiding any possible DWI
situations. Founder Robert Anastas
Coupon and Save '
uui unwM.il,
a
0
5
Offer good through 1 19085.
Not valid with any other offer.
One coupon per person.
12201 LINCOLN
IT : . 322 BKAIXAVKNUK.
n Man.FrL-Sa- t. -- Thura.
Sunday
tlio tests.
has provided the most conclusive ex-
planation for the necessity of SADD.
am because it is stuent motivated.
o one believes that dnskinx and
driving is good combination.
Through SADD, college students can
now take a leadership role in preven-
ting alcohol related deaths and in-juries."
For more information or ques-
tions, contact Julia Brooks, exten-
sion 2852 or box C-12- 08.
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WAT EAST, lfASSXLlJON
WOOSTER ,
10:30am to 1 1pm'
10:30am to 12am
ll:OOam to 11pm
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Maryland braces for nations toughest
By Susan Calhoun
College Park, MD (CPS) The
chancellor's signature is all that is
needed for the University of
Maryland to implement one of the
most drastic smoking policies of any
college campus.
Joseph Gilmour, Chancellor John
B. Slaughter's top assistant, says
Slaughter fully supports the tough
new restrictions.
The policy would ban smoking in
classrooms, lecture halls, libraries,
hallways, a third of the dining halls
and lounges and any office which
any nonsmoker objects to smoking.
While Maryland's measure, in-
flated by the faculty dominated
Campus Senate, may be extreme,
it's hardly ground breaking.
Already hundreds of schools hare
enacted smoking policies,
sometimes in response to new state
laws curbing smoking in govern-
ment institutions, restuarants,
public areas and in some cases
private business.
Florida's State University system,
for example, is hurrying to comply
with a June law prohibiting smoking
in public places.
Pacific Lutheran, Southern
Califoria and Stanford, among
others, must comply with local city
or countysmoking ordinances.
i --v:
In all, 35 states and some counties
have enacted smoking legislation af-
fecting college campuses, according
to the National Lung Association.
But the Maryland, faculty wasn't
responding to any higher law when it
began discussing its own smoking
ban, points out Student Government
Association President Kim Rice.
Instead, faculty members were
aroused by the Surgeon General's
1984 report citing the harmful effects
of smoke on nonsmokers.
While Rice admits "students here
favor some sort of policy," she says
some did object because it had been
instigated by faculty, but would
primarily affect students.
Because Maryland students "are
in favor of some sort of policy," Rice
and other SGA members passed a
resolution softening the Senate's
measure, permitting smoking in
some designated areas.
"They (the Campus Senate) didn't
recognize that students must be able
to smoke sowewhere indoors during
the day," says Rice. "Students
shouldn't have to go outside
.especially in the winter, if they
want to have a cigerette."
Slaughter currently is studying
both the Campus Senate and the SGa
resolutions, says Gilmour. Once the
school's legal department finishes
i
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reviewing the plans for emorce-men- t,
the chancellor will sign one of
the measures or a combination of
the two.
Historically campus legislation
rarely is received favorably by
faculty, students, and administra-
tion alike, but when it comes to
smoking, campuses nationwide
seem to be in concurrence.
Stanford, for example, reports
"across the board compliance" with
its January 1885 ban on smoking in
any open environment. Presidential
assistant Marlene Wine attributes
such cooperation to Stanford's high
percentage- - between 80 and 90
percent-o- f nonsmokers.
Associated Students member
Leslie Leland says the measure "
simply hasn't had that much effect
because hardly anybody smoked
anyway."
"All this did was give someone
clout to speak up to someone whose
smoke was bothering them," she
adds.
A survey in the Stanford Daily
found students had "no complaints"
about the smoking measure.
Stanford adopted the ban in 1M4
when Santa Clara County, in which
Stanford is located, passed a law re-
quiring it to establish written
policies.
Florida's Clean Indoor Air Act,
passed last June, forced the entire
Florida State University system to
ban smoking in all public places this
summer.
Creating designated smoking
areas has met with little resistance,
says university spokesman Bill
Shade, primarily because students
Continued from Page 1
Elizabeth Moran, Marcia Ober-miU- er.
Trisba Rhodes, L. Gwen
Spieer, William Towns end and
Uschy Wozak.
These eleven awards and the nine
awards announced previously
means that 20 seniors have monies
at their disposal "to develop and of
fer an optional enhancement of LS.
projects which would permit
students access to national
resources through travel to
specialized libraries, interviewing
major figures in their field, using na-
tionally reputed scholars as readers
of their theses, etc. The resulting
research would assure professional
quality and likely publication (or ap-
propriate recognition) for the pro-ject."
"It is hoped that these grants will
motivate students with potentially
very good projects to make their LS.
theses outstanding, extraordinary
and publishable; we look forward to
the results in the spring," Cropp
stated.
Under the terms fo the Joyee
Foundation grant, there will be
monies available -- for the next two
aeaeemic- - years to support similar
senior projects, and some junior pro-jects. Additional information is
available from members of the
selection committee: David Guldin,
Joanna James and John Wells.
Flclr Travel
Consultants
346.E. DovmcnSt
Cell
264-650- 5
Book now for
Thanksgiving and ZChristmas
Registered Ohio Travel Agent
TA030- 5-
.
campus sriiohinri rules
know the state has demanded it
While campus police departments
consider violations of the law a
misdemeanor. University of Miami
police, for one, have had no reports
of outlaw smokers. x
At Oregon's Cheteka Community
College, students complained im-
mediately about a campus smoking
ban "because there were only two
designated smoking areas on the en-
tire campus," says Zach Snow, stu-
dent body vice-preside- nt.
"A student poll resulted in the
creation of many more smoking
areas," says Snow. Since the policy
became effective last spring,
"things have been very quiet."
Snow, who also serves. as presi-
dent of the Community College of
Oregon Student Association, says
EracticaHy every school he knows of
as enacted, or at least is consider-
ing, similar legislation. .
"Most sehools have gone through
the same proces (of designating
smoking areas) and haven't found it
a problem, "he observes.
If anyone finds- - the smoking
policies a problem, it Is faculty and
staff members who share offices,
most observers note.
Most states, city, and eampus
smoking ordinances ban smoking in
offices that have a majority of
nonsmokers. At the University of
San Francisco and some other
schools, smoking is prohibited if on-
ly one occupant objects.
Faculty and staff members at
Boston College, all Minnesota
schools. Harvard and. Arizona have
found the policies trying at first. :
At Arizona, the director of person-
nel once described the situation
as"an armed truce" among person-
nel, but be .like most others, now
reports compliance, and in most
eases, a "happy situation".
In addition to Colgate. BucknelL
Ohio Wesleyan, Occidental,
Williams, Kenyon, 'Kalamazoo,
Hartwick and the University of
Richmond joined the study.
After-scho-ol
snake for best
(CPS- )- Students who took part in a
lot of extracurricular activities in
high school make the best college
students, a new study by the Educa-
tional Testing Service (ETS)
asserts.
The study .prepared for ETS by
research psychologist Warren Will-ingha- m
and called "Success in Col-
lege" tracked the college careers of
the Class of 1883 at nine colleges.
Willingham found that, while high
school class rank and Scholastic Ap
titude Test (SAT) scores are still by
far the best measures of students'
academic potential, extracurricular
activities are the truest indicators of
all-arou- nd college success.
But it is the students who dedicate
themselves to one or two activities-n- ot
those who may dally in a smat--
tering of activitie- s- who goon to do
S the best in college, Willingham
found.
la essence, the study results tell
students to ."work hard, do well
academically and if yon want an'fedge pick one or two extracurricular
activities and do them well." says
David Perham, dean of admissions
2 at Colgate and head of the comittee
for the nine schools that participated
in the study.
Although the study focuses on ex--
tracurricular. activities, its findings
"dont. take a way from the im
score" in evaluating students' poten-- 1
To qualify for the project, schools
bad to have a 1983 class numbering
at least 400 and had to use the com
mon application form. ;
Winter Olympics
Committee
needs input
Even though there is no snow on
the ground, and some people are still
wearing shorts, the planning for
Woosters Winter Olympics is under-
way. The Winter Olympics is a day
and a half of fun and games which
win end with an Olympic awards
dance.
The Olympics are sponsored for
students to get together with their
friends and laugh at attempts to
master various winter land ac-
tivities. It win start on Saturday,
February 1,1988.
According to an SAB press
.release, the purpose for such an
event is to encourage student
"humor and fun in their lives." The
release states that there are no
reasons not to take part in this
because "It takes yon Friday after-
noon and all of Saturday to decide
you need to work on Sunday, so why
not have fun instead of thinking
about work on Sunday."
Right now the Olympic planning
committee is looking for someone to
design a logo that can be used as the
official 18SS Wooster Winter Olympic
logo, which will appear on special t-sh-irts
and for publicity. Students are
urged to present their Ideas in draw-
ing to the SAB office by Saturday,
November 23, 1885. The prize for be-
ing picked as the designer of the logo
will receive two free passes to the
college ox wooster Friday or Satur-
day night films for the rest of the
1885-8-8 school year, or a bird bath.
activithi
Ctudents
tial, Perham maintains.
"Class rank and Sat scores will
always be number one in im-
portance to admissions officers,"
Perham says, "but this study sug-
gests admissions counselors give a
serious look to extracurricular ac-
tivities."
While. Perham' Says Colgate
always stressed the importance of
such activities, the study's findings
have prompted him to "pay a lot
more attention to the stick-t- o -it-i- veness
kid rather than the spread-yourse- lf
-t-hin-kid."
In announcing the study's findings
earlier this month,. College Board
President Hanford said the results
."put to rest some longstanding
myths about the admissions pro-
cess."
Forexample, work experience, at-
tendance at a private secondary
school, and the subject of an appli-
cant's essay actually indicate little
about a student's potential, WHK
ingham found.
In particular, the study minimized 1
the importance of the college inter-
view as a "tool that says anything :
about future success, " Perham
adds.
It's our experience that the inter
view is really an exchange of in
formation, and not something that "
holds the key to the student's poten- - ,
tial" Perhams says. Other study
participants concurred.
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fiy Carrie Allison
-
"There is a lot of stuff to do," says
the General Manager of WCWS, Dan
Garan. The clattered office and con-
stant flow of traffic from behind its
desks to the broadcasting studio
across the hall where a student p.J.
can be heard warming up his au-
dience as his show begins, em-
phasize his words. The hectic pace
at the radio station is all a familiar
part of the daily routine of broad-
casting at the College of Wooster for
this senior Speech Communications
major. He takes a seat behind his
wide desk and in a smooth an-
nouncer's voice begins to explain
lust where WCWS is headed in this,
its seventeenth year of existence.
He points out the fact that this
year is one of the best in the station's
history' The number of students in-
volved has risen from approximate-
ly forty last year to close to eighty.
WCWS can now be heard in stereo at
9t Flf. Instead of reaching only
two counties, as they did last year,
the station's staff can now expect to
be heard in up to 11 counties, which
means an estimated listening poten- -
tial of from 300,000 to 350,000 people.
A large map on the wall charts this
growth, with last year's listening
area circled in black and surrounded
by a much larger red circle, mark--
ing toe present range ox ue siauou.
This expansion was made possible
by the installation of a new antenna
which rises 100 feet in the air. rather
than the previous 43 feet. -- ,
Since the terrain slopes downward
tuwu buv ivuua tun ewa wtWCWS has seen its range expand
most notably in these directions.
However, the northern range has
also increased, with WCWS even
reaching east Canton.
Other staff members enter the of-
fice, new tapes and records in hand
as they discuss upcoming program-
ming. EmOie Storrs, a junior music
major, is the current Classical
Music Director, sne remans on ue
growth of prestige and participation
in the station's classical programm-
ing. In October of last year WCWS
forst became able to broadcast the
Metropolitan Opera satellite, in-
stead of over phone lines, as had
Iimii Hnn in thp nasi. This will be
the ifrst full year that the "Met." as
she calls it will go out in stereo. She
leans forward with a grin, saying,
"We're working with the Music
Department now." This is one
imlniiniMt which the finds
especially encouraging. WCWS will
attempt to oroaacasi more wooster
ensemble performances, hopefully,
sending a Wooster Symphony Or-
chestra concert over the airwaves in
the spring. "It's exciting to have
faculty support now," Storrs
remarks.
This is just' one example of how
WCWS is growing in the programm
ing spnere. neuron Man, a senior
history major who works as Pro-
gram Development and Production
Director, com menu on some oi ue
latest changes, taking a few
moments to rest behind his desk.
"We are an outlet for diversified
programs," he says. Of course,
much of this diversification is due to
thm ffnrta of senior sneech eom--
mnnliiHnni malar Tim Bruno.
Bruno, who holds the post of Pro
gram Director, has been darting in
and out of the office, and as Mau
speaks, Bruno's voice can be heard
from the broadcasting studio as hejoins in an on-the-- air discussion.
One of Mau's most recent ac-
complishments has been obtaining a
syndicated "New Age" music show
from San Francisco, "Music from
the Hearts of Space." Hopefully,
this program will continue next year
as the station attempts to offer its
listeners more musical variety than
college radio stations have tradi-
tionally been known to offer.
"I wear two hats," says Man.
pointing out that in addition to fin-
ding new programs, he also tends to
such details of production as acquir-
ing records and tapes, helping toprepare promotional slots for
various organizations, and selecting
an array of public service an-
nouncements. Mau has also expand-
ed the range of music offered by lin-
ing up forty record companies which
service the station. Last year there
were none.
Garan stresses WCWS's efforts to
appeal to "different segments of the
community." He has been General
Manager for two years now and
seems quite comfortable with his
responsibilities, although he admits
that it can be difficult to put in the
thirty hours per week which he
averages at the station on top of
academics.. He is devoted to the
philosophy that this college radio
station will serve a listening public
far beyond the limits of the College
of Wooster campus. "We pride
ourselves on offering a real alter-
native to what people can hear on
other radio stations," he remarks.
This is why WCWS offers blues, jazz;
classical, and many other types of
music, rather than simply playing
the Top 40 hits or "New Wave"
selections that most college radio
stations focus on. Garan also points
out that this variety of music is
scheduled for a wide range of dif-
ferent times to provide maximum
listening opportunities.
He encourages curious students to
do as he did, when as a freshman he
visited that station on the top floor of
Wishart Hall. From that time on he --
was hooked. "Almost everybody
can get on the air if they want to," he
notes. The opportunity to do a show
may not become available for a
while, but there are plenty of other
ways to help out around the station,
such as writing up the news off of the
UPI feed, making public affairs
tapes, and filing. An FCC license is
required before a student can go on
the air, and to fulfill this a prospec-
tive broadcaster must meet a list of
requirements, including proficiency
in reading meters, keeping a daily
log of his or her show, operating
equipment, and observing rules for
fire safety. This licensing results in
a knowledgeable staff, and Garan
adds, "We have a staff of about
eighty engineers." One means of
learning more about how WCWS
functions is to take Dr. Timothy
Franck's Broadcasting and Media
Workshop. The course requires that
a student spend a limited amount of
time in class and spend an average
of three hours per week in the studio.
FCC licensing can be obtained along
with 4 of a credit. Garan welcomes
further involvement in the station,
saying, "We depend on the diversity
of the students that the College has."
It is obvious during this brief lull in
the action at WCWS that this
student-manage- d and operated sta-
tion is destined for even greater suc-
cess in the future. -- "We've got the
level of professionalism up, notes
Mau with pride.
He hopes to see that level of profes
sionalism increase long alter be,
Garan, Bruno, and others have
' til tti.k ik.l U.
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radio station speaks for itself," says
Garan, as he heads out the office
door towards the studio. The voice
of the DJ. continues to drift down
the halL Mau and Storrs confer over
new music. Work goes on at WCWS,
and the sounds keep getting better.
Perhaps Mau provides a clue to the
recent improvements when he says,
"If you want to do well, you've got to
love it" Then, he adds, "I love it"
;
-- I
SHOP
679 Portage Road .
CTcrc!?y 10:00 ja.r.1.
Westminster Presbyterian Church
"the congregation-iii-residenc- e on campus
Barbara Duo, Minister --
Steven .!. Williams, Professiensi Associate
ArtstXnistry, ;
The Church House
Campus Extension: 2398
Break
Minnie'2o
Ths CcHsga of Wccstcr
takes it with Greyhound.
When you're ready to take a break for
a weekend or a week, we're dose by with
schedules going more places, more often than
anyone else. And with low, low tares. - A
So next break, take Greyhound. Call to--'
day for complete fare and schedule information.
GreyhCwnd Bus Lines v
423 S. Market Street
282-034- 1'
.
And leave the driving to us.
e NM (teyhoad Urn. tae.
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By Bob Murphy
The Fighting Scot women's Field
Hockey teamwon their first of two
games played in the NCAA Division
III tournament last weekend, ending
their season in the top 8 of Division
HI teams, NCAC Conference cham-
pions with a final record of 14-6-- 1.
This was the first year the Scots
have ever advanced in Nationals,
and marks an important milestone.
The regional tournament was held
November 8--9 at Ithaca College, in
Ithaca New York. Wooster was pit-
ted up against Cortland State
University- - of New York, with a
season record prior to the tourna-
ment of 10-- 6, compared to the Scots
prior record of 13-5-- 1. During regula-
tion play, both teams went scoreless.
Cortland led on offense most of the
time, keeping the ball on Wooster's
side of the field. However, the Scot
defense was able to confound Cor-
tland from 25 yards in. and as result,
most of their shots were from far
0
Men's
away, and sophomore goalie Sara
Heath did not have much problem
with making 25 saves during regula-
tion and overtime play. After regula-
tion play ended without a score,
three ten minute overtimes were
held, which also proved scoreless.
This led to what is known as a "flick-off.- "
A flick-of-f is a match-u- p of five one
on one shots against the goalie, with
the team having the most goals at
the end of thoes first five winning the
game. Aggie Belt opened the flick-o- ff
with a goal for Wooster, met on
the other side by a goal from Cor-
tland. After that it was goal keeper
Sarah Heath who shot in the winning
goal for Wooster, going on to catch
the rest shot against her. It was of
course, her only goal of the season.
It was a deserved thrill for someone
who has played so outstandingly all
year
After that narrow victory, the
Scots went to play the Drew Univer-
sity Rangers,. 16-4-- 1, who had
By Bob Murphy
The College of Wooster women's
Volleyball team concluded their
season last weekend at the NCAC
Tournament, finishing the contest in
second place overall. This left their
final season record at 17-2-4. The
Scots, defending conference cham-
pions came very close to winning the
title again this year, but lost in some
very tough play to the Lady Gators
of Allegheny College.
On Friday, November's, the Scot- -
ties actually defeated Allegheny in a
close match. The Scots advanced on,
but, as the tournamentis set up as
double elimination type, Allegheny
was able to go on in play. Favorite
CXenyon also lost early, and was also
sent on into the losers bracket.
In the finals of the winner's
bracket, the Scots took on a fired up
Case Western Reserve team, one
which had been playing surprisingly
well In th tnrirn mnt Ct
j 1 Western just won the first set, 13-1- 5,
but after that, the Scots got very
determined, winning the next three
sets, and the match. Thoes went 15--
10.15-6,15-- 9.
Rutigliano to speak to Wooster
By David Dean.
Former Cleveland Browns head
coaeh Sam Rutigliano will meet with
College of Wooster athletes Wednes-
day, November 20, at 7:30 p.m. in
Mateer Auditorium to discuss the
perils of drug abuse.
Rutigliano, who was named AFC
Coach of The Year in 1979 and 1980
by United Press International, is
committed to the prevention of drug
and alcohol abuse. He developed a
league-wid-e preventative program
defeated the second ranked Ithaca
College in the first round of play.
Wooster was much more aggressive
in this gamefixed up as they were
after their win the day before. In-
deed, Wooster dominated the game,
as Drew's fine goalie made 11 fine
saves to keep them in the game.
With 8:43 gone in the second half,
what turned out to be the winning
Soal for the Rangers was scored on auke, as it went off a foot Wooster
was unable to score a goal to match
it and thus the Scot's season came
to a close with a 1-- 0 loss.
First year coach Sheila Noonan
felt that the year was..." A very
good introduction to Wooster. It was
a growing season for both myself
and the team." Pointing out that the
team only had three returning
starters this year from the previous
season, Noonan says; "We ac-
complished a lot for a young group."
She is particularly proud of the way
the team was able pull itself
Continued on Page 12
While Wooster was busy taking the
winners bracket off the tournament,
Allegheny was doing the same to the
losers bracket, beating Kenyon with
some good play. This set the stage
for the finals of Wooster versus
Allegheny. Wooster needed to win
only one match, while Allegheny
would need to win two matches to
take the tournament
Allegheny went into the first
match with a do-or-d- ie attitude, and
do they did, beating the Scots in four
exceptionally tough sets. They went
15-4,14-18,15-13.- 15-7, Allegheny. Not
only were the set scores very close,
but every single game won by either
side was hard earned. After that, a
second match had to be played,
determining the winner of the tour-
nament. Again, both teams played
very well, but Allegheny won in four
sets again, 15-7,15-9,9-15,- 15-7. thus
winning the tournament.
"The best team won it." said COW
coach Bill Skelly. "That says
nothing bad against us. We played
the best volleyball we've played all
season." Looking at Allegheny,
coach Skelly noted not only their in-
spired defensive play, but their
sponsored by the NFL Players
Association and the NFL Manage
ment Council which is known as the
Inner Circle. The program has prov-
ed very sucessful with the Cleveland
Browns and serves as a model for
other teams across the country-Member- s
of Congress have even
sought Rutigliano's advice regar
ding chemical prevention problems
The recently retired coach cur-
rently serves as an expert anaylst
SPORTS SCHEDULE:
NOVEMBER 15 NOVEMBER 22
November 16: Men's-Women- 's
Cross Country: NCAA Division HI
Region als at Rose Holm an, Indiana.
Men's --Women's Swimming: at
Wittenberg Invitational.
November 22: Men's Basket-
ball: Buffalo State Tournament
Men's --Women's Swimming: Ohio
Wesylan-Cas- e Western.
I
-
-
. -
and Women's Cross Country to compete
at NCAA Division III Regionals on Saturday
overall experience as a team, which
was what enabled them to fight back
from behind to win. "We were the
underdog going in," said the coach,
and overall, the players on the
team"...are quite happy
with doing well --", though obvious
ly they would have preferred to
prevail against Allegheny.
Two seniors on the team. Tammy
Allen and Nora Land were named to
the NCAC All-Confere- nce first team.
as voted by the coaches in the con
ference. Both players were outstan
ding in all catagories of play, witn
Land being best in serving, and
Allen leading the team in kill percen-
tages.
in looking at tne season overau.
first-ye- ar coach Skelly was quite
satisfied with it, though their reeora
was not the best"Nine of the teams
that we played were either Division
H teams or NAIA. The effect that it
had was that we were never able to
get over-confide- nt when we were
always playing these very oizncun
teams.1"
conunuea on rage
for NBC's 1985 NFL coverage. .
The address is free and open to the
Dublin but seatlnx win be limited
Arrangements have been made lor
members ox the media wismng to
speak to Rutigliano to meet with him
following the event -
v v ircrmi
coastAxixumc
IrrrtIbUlllvlv
By David Dean
t
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As of November 4, Wooster and
. Denison. are ranked 14th and 17th
respectively, in Division III field
hockeyHolding onto 10th place in
division III football is league leader
Denison. Ed Taylor of Allegheny is
now sixth in kickoff returns(2.8ypr). The Big Red of Denison
rank second : in scoring : offense(SS.Sppg), rushing offense(333.9ypg), third in total offense
(43S.lypg) and eighth in passing
defense (95.8ypg). Oberlin holds
the tenth position in passing defense(100.6ypg) Case Western is ranked
fourth in total defense (171.4ypg)
and 10th in rushing: defense
NATIONAL NCAA PLAYOFF AC-
TION.
In NCAA Men's Soccer Regional ac-
tion Wheaton, Illinois, OWU was
defeated by . Washington University
in a 1-- 0 heartbreaker, identical to
last year's first-roun- d NCAA match.
WOOSTER overthrew. Cortland
State 1-- 0. but were downed by Drew
University, l-- O, in regional field
hockey action. The . playoffs were
held this past weekend in Ithaca,
New York.
NCAC LEADERS IN FOOTBALL
ACTION.
Final team leaders show nationally
ranked defense of CWRU led the
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My $QVS$etftfae P.fLA. The ar? off positive
A Column by David Dean.
As the 1885 NCAC Fall sports season comes to a close
we, the campus, have been given some of the best
moments in sports history at The College of Wooster.
Milestones, new records and acheivements beyond what
was ever thought possible characterized men's and
women's athletics. However, besides skill ( which goes
undisputed as a factor of sucess ) I believe that positive
mental attitude was the motivating force behind some of
the most sucessful teams this season.
P.M. A. or commonly referred to as positive mental at-
titude was first introduced to me by coach Bean who
beleived that all the skill in the world was not worth
"beans" unless one really believed in oneself in a
positive manner. At first my reaction was negative
because I thought this pseudo-philosop- hy was a bit too
mystic for my own taste but as the months rolled on I
began to feel the effects of thinking positively and. by
god it works!
Soon a whole avalanche of articles by well known doc-
tors and psychologists were preaching the same
philosophy about PMA as coach was. One has only to
look at the past eight years of athletics at The College of
Wooster to realize the benefits derived from this type of
thinking. Heck, you don't even have to look back eight
years, instead look at this year instead.
It was the pseudo "messiah" of Wooster football Bob
Tucker who boosted the spirits of the players by instill-
ing pride and positive mental attitude once again to a
team that was plagued with an 0--9 season only to bound
back with an impressive 3-- 6 finish. It was Coach Noonan
who realized that extra special spark of potential in an
already powerful field hockey team that took them right
to the top of Division III competition. It was Coach
Nora Land was on the All-NCA- C News Sendees
Volleyball First team last year.
Bean, the "father" of PMA, who instilled the "run your
best race ever - but have fun in the process.", attitude
that led the men's cross country team to two con-
secutive bids at NCAA Regionals. It was Craig Penny,
coach of the women's cross country team, who in-
corporated the idea of team unity and strong competi-
tion together that produced one of the most talented and
close knit team in the history of women's cross country.
Finally I come to women's volleyball. It was first year
coach Bill Skelly who emphasised playing strong
petitive ball but also " having fun out there:" It was
Skelly's new approach to volleyball and bis equally
talented squad that showed the NCAC rankings wrong
during their uplifting second place finish at the NCAC
Tournament.
Athletics at The College of Wooster have come a long
way with the addition of new coaches., new techniques
and a new conference but we still have a long way to go.
We are in a unique position in that we can be as com-
petitive as we want while still maintaining the . .
fundelmentals of having fun and good sportspersonship
because we.are dictated by outside forces such as televi-
sion and commercials. It must never be forgotten,
however, that a sucessful season is not just new records,
super stats, national prominance and trophies gained,
rather it is the positive feeling that each person feels
when he or she says " I have done the very best I can do
for the team as well as myself." Nothing more and
nothing less could ever be asked of an athlete. I tip my
hat offto all the 1985 Fall sports who gave so much of
their time and ability so that we might better unders-
tand the meaning of giving and sharing as well as
ToUegTIOMteienioTsNora
Land, a setter and hitter from
Medina, and Tammy Allen, a middle
bitter and blocker from Sturgis,
Mich., have been selected to the All-Nor- th
Coast Athletic Conference
first team in volleyball. Both players
are four year letterwinners and both
played important roles in Woosters
18S4 NCAC Championship.
Land recorded 89 kills as a spiker
and notched 401 set assists. She also
was an excellent server, converting
93 percent of her attempts.
"Nora is the key to our offense,"
said Wooster coach Bill Skelly. " She
has been a major contributer to the
sucess of Wooster volleyball during
the past several years."
Allen, who was forced to switch
from outside to middle hitter to give
the Scotties more power, had 238
kills add converted 87 percent of her
serves.
"Tammy is avery special
athlete." said Skelly ."She is willing
to meet any challenge, including the
move from outside to middle hitter.
She Is a team player in every
respect."
This is the second consecutive
year Land, and Allen have been
selected to the All-Confere- nce
squad. Land was named to the first
team in 1984 and Allen was a second-tea- m
selection.
7
i - 1 -, v .
Tammy Allen was on the All-NCA- C
Volleyball First team list year.
Newsservices
NCAC in all four defensive
catagories, except one. With one
game remaining, junior tailback
Chris Spriggs of Denison takes
NCAC laurels in passing efficeney
(155 rating points), rushing (118
ypg) and total offense (184ypg). Ke
nyon landed three individual
champs: receiver Dan Waldeck
4.8cpg), top field goal kicker, Wally
Danforth and one of the top three in-
terception leaders; - Gentry sayad
(4); Oberlin's Joe Johnson was the
NCAC's top punter (3S.0average),
while Allegheny claimed both return
leaders: Ed Taylor, kickoffs(28.5ypr) and MarkLajnendola,
to You -
Information from die
Federal Government on
subjects ranging from
. agriculture to zoology is
, available at Depository
Libraries across the
'
nation.
You can visit these .
libraries and use the
' Depository collection
without charge.
To find one in your
area, contact your local
library or write to the
Federal Depository
Library Program, OSce --
of the Public Printer,
Washington, DC 20401.
ixjrsry Preys:
TMt program k supportttf by Th
art k a puMc MniM of
Advartktog Csuncl
punt returns (U.fy-r)- . ..'
In a dramatic victory sweep from
the loser's bracket, the number two
ranked Allegheny College Gators
defeated defending champion The
College of wooster to claim the
North Coast Athletic Conference
VolleybaUTitle.
Battled at Ohio Wesylan's Branct
Rickey Arena November 84. the
gators eame on strong, stopping
Denison University 154,15-1-0 before
being stalled by Wooster 13-15.-1H
8,11-1- 5. In the losers bracket,
Allegheny rattled off three victories!
to advance to the championship
round. In their last match on Friday,
i
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Wooster Fighting Scots fall to Washington
Jefferson 40--6
By Dare Carey
Quickly and quietly, the College of Wooster1 87th football
season came to a close at the hands of the Washington and
Jefferson Presidents Saturday in Washington, Pennsylvania.
The final score was W 4 J 40, Wooster 6 in a game blown open
in the second quarter by twenty-thre- e W k J points.
For the Scots, hurt by injuries to tailbacks Tom Kincaid
and Jon Bulkley, it was all they could do to muster 185 yards
of total offense and seven first downs against a large and
vicious defense. The lone score was a 72 yard touchdown by
Roy Reese off a Don Mathews pass in the third quarter.
The Presidents were led by senior fullback Deric Jordan
who gained 131 yards on twenty-tw-o carries and scored one
touchdown, and teammate A.J. Pagano, who gained 100
yards on 17 carries and scored three times.
The Scots end the season at 3--6, fmishing ma tie for fourth
place with Oberlm in the NCAC at 2--4. Washington and Jef-
ferson is 8--1, and anticipating a retain Lip to the NCAA Divi-
sion m playoffs after winning the President's Athletic Con-
ference.
An in-dep- th review of the Scots' football season win appear
in next week's issue.
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X 1. DEN I SON 6
V 2. CWRO 5
3. KENYON 4
'" 4. WOOSTER 2
C-
-r T OBERLIN 2
7- -- 6. ALLEGHENY 1
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it win joe partly clouay to cloudy today witn aslight chance of drizzle' or showers and a high of
47 to 52. Tonignt will be cloudy with a chance
of rain and a low of 39 -- to 44." Unfortunately .
this weekend will end up being another wet one. .Skies will be partly cloudy to cloudy on Saturday
and Sunday and there will be a chance or rain
both days. Temperatures will be slightly above
normal this weekend with highs reaching 50 to 55
on Saturday and the 53 to 58 range on Sunday.
Lows will be 40 to 45 both mornings. TRIVIA: InNmbor.SS, six inches of rain fell so far.
CONPERENCS
REPORT
NCAC
L T PP
0 0 24210 1892 0 49
4 0 76 182
4 0 61 412
5 0 91 108
5 ' 0 43 148
NOVEMBER 10 198S
OVERALL
W L T PP PA
t 0 O 336 107
T t 0 256 101
4 0 T8 181
8 6 0 99 226
8 T' 0 119 190
3 T . 0 129 165
8 V 1 91. 203
Swim
Teams
Women's Results;132 Allegheny' CollegeUOKenyon College
108 The College of rooster
w uniion university30 Case Western Reserve14 Oberl la College14 Ohio Nesleyan University
Hen's Results:153 Keoyoa college
114 Allegheny College
104 Dmlson University
6 The College of Ho aster38 Oberlln College30 . Ohio Wesleyu University
24 Case Western Reserve ,
Track News
There Is a mandatory meeting oa
November 19 at 8:30 pan. in the PEC
classroom, in the basement of the
PEC, for all people interested in
Track. NCAA forms must be filled
oat On December 3, at 4:00 there Is
another meeting when the track
season will be discussed. . . -
Field Hockey
Continued from Page 10
.
together and play great ball at the
NCAA tournament.
The Scots will lose their only
senior next season, NCAC leading
player Carol Ifartin, bat otherwise
will return with the same squad.
"We have a good defensive base to
build upon. From there we can work
towards a quicker-passin- g, more ag-
gressive offense." The Voice eon--
the Scots on their outstan-i- gSatulatesseason, and Carol Ifartin for a
Conference-leadin- g final year.
Volleyball
Continued from Page 10
the Gators downed Ohio Wesylan 15-10;15- -0.
Coining back on. Saturday,'
Allegheny stunned the favored Ke-
nyan College Ladles, 15-8,15- -5. In a
semi-fin- al match, the Gators took
upstart Case Western University as
theirnext victim, 15-9,15-5,1- 5-1. .
SKI OUTING ORGANIZED: Stu-
dent or faculty orgainizer needed for
new Alpine Skiing Program: -
Students, faculty or guests ski ten
Saturdays with four lessons for 850
at nearby Brandywine. Organizer
gets paid. Free family skiing. Call
Tereseor Cindy at 487-049- 1 collect.
Wfleytalll
Continued from Page 11
Case Western Reserve, the fifth-seed- ed
team going into the cham-
pionship startled favorite Kenyon in
friday's second round action, 15-7,8-15,1- 5-8.
Coach lfina Moore's squad
took the tournament by storm, near-
ly advancing to the championship
round, but fininfag a surprising
third.
' In the champioship round,
Allegheny needed two victories over
rival Wooster to claim the title. The
Gators accomplished this feat with a
fierce vengeance, taking the first
match 15-444-18,15-13- ,15-7 and the ti-
tle match 15-7,15-9,9-15,- 15-9. - This is
extra-speci- al for us," said Allegheny
coach Jeanne Arbuckle. " Wooster
pot us in the loser's bracket and we
had to fight and claw to get back to
the championship round and we did
it!" Allegheny was paeed by three
standout players: . Gwen Eerron(Stockton. CA-A.- A. Stagg; Amy
Kissinger ( ConneUsvCle, PA-fr- .)
and by Amy smith ( Lancaster. Pa).
